In this paper generalizations of these concepts are developed for semigroups and S-sets and an attempt is made to unify the theory as much as possible by considering certain classes of sub S-sets called right quotient filters. §3 is devoted to a study of these right quotient filters. Several examples which are analogues of concepts in ring theory are given including those of intersection large, dense, and strongly dense. We also consider a certain S-set extension (semigroup  extension) of a semigroup S, called a J-quotient set (semigroup) where / isa right quotient filter on S, and we show how J induces a right quotient filter on such an extension. In certain cases the induced filter is of the same type as that of the original filter.
In ^4 a generalization of the singular congruence and the torsion relation introduced by Feller and Gantos [6] is given. This generalization, which we call the J-torsion congruence on an S-set M, is defined in terms of an arbitrary right quo-tient filter S on S, and we are particularly interested in the case where AI ¡s "-torsion free, i.e., where the J -torsion congruence on M is the identity. §5 is devoted to the study of the general semigroup of right quotients corresponding to a right quotient filter J on an S-set. We begin by giving the basic construction of this semigroup.
The main theorems of this section point out the fact that whenever S is J-torsion free, then QyiS) is a maximal /-torsion free "• quotient semigroup over S which contains an isomorphic copy over S of every such semigroup extension of S. Furthermore, whenever J is a special filter on S we find that the corresponding quotient semigroup of 2 with respect to the induced filter on Q is itself.
As an application of this theory we note that whenever 5 is J,-torsion free, then Q¡(Si is the injective hull of S and is furthermore self-injective. We also restate the well-known theorems concerning the classical semigroup of quotients in terms of the theory developed herein.
In §6, we consider semigroups which are 0-direct unions of semigroups. Ms and Ns are S-sets each containing As as a sub S-set and if there exists an S-isomorphism cf>: Ms -» Ns such that the restriction <fi\A of 0 to A is the identity map on A then we say that "(f) is an S-isomorphism over As" or "M^ and
Ns are S-isomorphic over As'\ Corresponding terminology will be used for semigroups and semigroup isomorphisms. All homomorphisms between semigroups will be considered as semigroup homomorphisms unless S-homomorphism is clearly in- An S-congrue nee r on Ms is an equivalence relation on M such that (ms, ns) 6 t whenever (m, n) e r for all s £ S. The S-congruence T is said to be (¡-restricted if (a, 6) e r implies a = 0. If Ns is a sub S-set of Ms and if p is an Scongruence on Ms then p\ N = p n (N x A/) is an S-congruence on /Vs.
If S has an identity 1 the S-set Ms is said to be unital when ml = m for each m e M. For each semigroup S we shall define S1 by S1 = S Ujlj where 1 is a symbol not in S and where multiplication on S is extended to S1 by defining lx = xl = x for each x e S . With the operation so defined, S1 is a semigroup.
Note that this definition for S differs from the standard one. However, with the definition given here each S-set Ms becomes a unital S'-set by defining ml = m for each m e M, The following lemma shows that each of the four concepts given above has the transitive property.
In each case the proof follows from the corresponding definition and will be omitted.
Lemma 3.1. Let " < " denote any one of the terms "intersection large", "dense", "strongly dense", or "C-vital". Then X. < L < Zc iff Xc < Z. where XS -YS -zsThus " < " is a partial order relation on the class of S-sets for each definition given above. In the special case where " < " represents "C-vital", the following theorem shows that " < " is preserved under inverse images of S-homomorphisms. Lemma 3.3. Let " < " denote any of the terms "'intersection large", "dense", "strongly dense", or "C-vital". Let Ac <M? and Bc < AL and let (ß 6 Horn,, (A, M). Then (f,~l(B) < M$.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 we need only consider "dense" and "strongly dense".
Let " < " denote "dense" and let 0/m, n£ M. Then there exists s e S such that 0 ^ ms and ns^e A and there exists se S such that 0 ^ ms .s 2 and /(nsj) s2 e B. Therefore, 0 ^ m(sjs) and n(s{s2) e f~l(B) and it follows that /" (ß) < M in this case. The proof is similar when " < " denotes "strongly dense".
Let ?, = 9,(MS), 9D = $D{MS), 9SD = fSD(Ms), and 9 cy = 9^) denote the classes of intersection large, dense, strongly dense, and C-vital sub S-sets of Mj respectively. In addition, J " = J AMC) will denote the singleton class \MS\. In case M is the semigroup S, the subscript "S" will generally be omitted in the notation above.
In general, a nonempty class of sub S-sets of AL is called a right quotient filter (R.Q.F.) of M$ if (1) As e 9 and ^^CB^C Ms imply Bs e 9, and (2) As, Bse9 and fe Homs (A, Ai) imply /" l(B) 6 9.
It is easily seen from Lemma 3-1 and Lemma 3-3 that each of the classes /' D' SD' CV an<^ B is a ciênt quotient filter on AL. These specific filters will be called standard filters. In the remainder of this section we shall give sufficient conditions for extending a right quotient filter J on S to a right quotient filter on any J-quotient semigroup over S. This is given below in the special cases where j = J., JD, or 9SD.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 3.7. Let S C T where T is a semigroup.
(a) // Ss e 9D(TS) then 9' = [ET1: E e 9 ,(S)\ is a base for 9^).
(b) // Ss e 9D{TS) then 5"= [ET1: E e 9D(S)\ is a base for ?D(T).
(c) // Ss e 9SD{TS) then 9' = \ETl: E e 9SD(S)\ is a base for 9SD(T).
Proof. We shall give the proof of (a). The same general techniques are applied to prove (b) and (c). Let E £ J((S) and let 0 4 t eT. Since Es £ 9¡(Tc) by Lemma 3.1, there exists se S1 C T1 such that 0 ¿ ts e E CET1. Thus ET1 e 9l (T) and it follows that 9' C 9t{T). Now let E.T £ 9\{T) and let E' = E n S. We claim that E' e 9}{S). Let 0/seS. Since E £ 9 p-), there exists t e T1 such that 0 ^ s/ £ E. The claim is evident if : = 1. Otherwise, since Sr e J n(Ts), there exists s' £ S such that 0 ^ s/s' and is' £ S. Hence we have 0 ¿ s(ís') £ E OS = E' where (ts')e S1. Thus, E' £?,($) and it follows that E'T1 = (EnS)T1 CET1 CE.
Therefore, f is a base for J AT).
We can generalize Theorem 3-7 as follows. A right quotient filter 9 on S^ is said to be special if it has the following property:
"If F is a right ideal of S, Ee 9, and x~lF = is: xse F\e9 for all x£ E, then E £ 9."
Lemma 3.9. Let 9 be a right quotient filter on Sr. Then J is special iff J has the following property:
"For each E e 9 and ¡or each x e E, let E denote a member of J. Then E'= U fPxE e9."
X €E X Proof. ( =» ) If x e E then x~ E' = \s: xs e E \ which contains E and E e 9. Hence x~lE' e 9 for each x e E and it follows that E' e 9.
( <= ) Let E' = \JxeEx{x~lF). Then E' e 9 by the hypothesis. However, E'CF, Therefore, F e J and we have that 9 is special.
Before giving some examples of special quotient filters, we shall digress (*=■■) Now, suppose S has the R.C.M.P. with respect to C. We claim that 9 c = JCV,(S). Let R e 9 and let 0 ¡¿ s e S. Then there exists n e R (^ C and there exists c e C and s e S such that sc = ns . Since c e C, sc ^0 and it follows that sC1 n R ¿ 0. Therefore, R e ?CV(S). Now, let R e 9 cy(S) and let ceC.
Since R e /_ (S), there exists c e C such that ce e R. However, ce' e C and we have R H C ^ o. Therefore, R € /c and the theorem follows.
Several examples of special right quotient filters can now be given as shown in the proposition below. (e) // S is right reductive (i.e. sS = t.S implies s = t for s, t e S) then 9 As) is special.
(f) // S is not right reductive then 9SD(S) = 9 {S).
Proof, (a) Let E e 9CV(S) and let E e 9 (S) for each x e E. Since E e 9rv and since Scv = f r by Proposition 3-10, there exists c 6 CO E and since E e 9 there exists c e C C\ E . Thus we have ce' e cE CE' = U eE xE and it follows that E' e 9' = 9c . Therefore, 9ry is special by Lemma 3.9.
(b) Since 9B(S) -{SS, 9ß is special iff S =0 seS sS = S2.
(c) Let D e 9D(S) and for each xe D let D%£ 9D(S). By Lemma 3.9
and Lemma 3.1, it will be sufficient to show that D' = U ."xD e 9"(Dc). 
Therefore D = S and we have 9SD(S) = \S\ = 9ß(S).
We will now return to the general problem of extending a right quotient filter 9 on S to a right quotient filter on any /-quotient semigroup over S.
Theorem 3-12. Let 9 = j (S) be a base for a special right quotient filter 9 = 9(S) on Sç. If AL is a 9-quotient set over S then 9 is a base for a right quotient filter T(AL) which is independent of the base taken for 9(S).
Proof. Let A, B £ 9' and let f £ Homs(A, Al). By Proposition 3.5, it is sufficient to show that /" (ß) contains an element of /'. For each ae A, let E = lf(a)]~ S. Then since Al is a J-quotient set over S, E e 9. Note that for each element s e Ea, f(as) = f(a)s £ S. Let E'= U eAaE . Then E' £ 9 since 9 is special. If /' =/|E' then /' e Horn,-(E', S). Hence /' _1(S) e ?($) and it follows that there exists C £ 9' such that C C /' ~ (ß) C /" (ß). An argument similar to that of Theorem 3-8 shows that 9(AL) is independent of the base 9' taken for 9(s).
Theorem 3.13. Let 9=9 (S) be a base for a special right quotient filter 9(S) on Sç. Let 7 be a 9(S)-quotient semigroup over S. Then 9'(T) = {ET : E £ 9 \ is a base for a special right quotient filter 9(T) on TT which is independent of the base 9' taken for 9{S).
Proof. By Theorem 3.12 and Theorem 3.8, 9' (T) is a base for a right quo-tient filter j(T) on Tj. which is independent of the base 9' taken for 9{S). Hence we need only show that J (T) is special.
Without loss of generality we may assume that 9' = 9(S). Let D e 9{T) and let D^ e 9(T) for each x e D. There exists E e f{S) such that E C ET C D and, for each e e E, there exists E e 9(S) such that E C E T1 C D . Let E' = U FP eE . Then E' £ 9(S) and we have E'T1 = e -e -e e ¿t. e (VeeEeEe)Tlt(UxeD*Dx)Tl Ç UxEDxDx. Therefore, Ux eD *Dx £ ?(T) and the theorem follows.
The class 9{T) will be called the special right quotient filter induced by 9(S) on TT.
The next lemma gives a general analogue of the transitivity property given by Lemma 3-1. Proof. Let u £ U. We need to show that {u~ SL £ J (S). Since U" is a 9{T)- [6] will now be given. We begin by defining the J-torsion relation on AL and noting that it is an S-congruence when J is an R.Q.F. Several facts concerning the ./-torsion congruence when " is one of the standard filters are then given.
In general, let J be any class of right ideals of S and let AL be a right Sset. Let i//j,(A1s) = \(m1, m2)e M x M: m^P = m2? for some P e 9\. Then «/>y(M^)
is called the J-torsion relation (or J-torsion congruence if t^aíAlf.) is also an S-congruence). When J is an R.Q.F. on Ss this relation is indeed an S-congruence as shown in the following lemma which is easily proved using the properties of a right quotient filter. The next lemma gives a sufficient condition for equality of these two filters.
Lemma 4.5. // ipj(Ms) is 0-restricted then 9 p^) = 9 (Mc).
Proof» We need only show that 9 p ) C 9 (Ms). Let Ns £ 9p ) and let This lemma and the lemma which follows show that "dense" and "intersection large" are the same concepts on a regular semigroup.
Lemma 4.6. If S CT such that S e 9,{TS) and T is a regular semigroup, then ifiÂTç) is 0-restricted.
ProoL Let E £ 9p) and let 0 ¿ t £ T. (a) 9 (S) is special. Proof. Let 9 denote any of J ", 9 _, or J , and let if) denote the corresponding torsion congruence. If (t., t )e ip(T) then there exists E e 9(T) such that t.E = t~E. By Theorem 3-7 ((a), (b), or (c) depending on the choice of 9), there exists E' e 9(S) such that E'C E'T C E. Thus t.E' = 12E' and we have (r,, t2) e ip^(Ts). On the other hand if (ij, t2) £ "AyCT^), there exists E e 9(S) such that íjE = <2B. Hence ^(ET1) = /^ET1) and ET1 e 9{T) by the same theorem mentioned above. Therefore, (/., /,) e \¡j(T) and the result follows.
The theorem can also be stated for any special filter and for any J-quotient semigroup.
The proof is similar to that of the previous theorem.
Theorem 4.9. // 9 = 9(S) is a special right quotient filter on S and T is a 9-quotient semigroup over S then ^a^-ÂTA = lA»(7-)(7*) where 9(T) is the right quotient filter induced on T by 9, Let J be an R.Q.F. on S. The S-set AL will be called 9-torsion free if ip<f(Mç) = i. We have already seen that if S has a subsemigroup C of right cancellable elements and has the R.C.M.P. with respect to C then S is J cv/(S)-torsion free. We observe below that S is J ""-torsion free for a large class of semigroups which includes each semigroup with identity. We also have the following two lemmas involving J-quotient sets.
Lemma 4.12. Let AL be a 9-torsion free S-set such that S_ C AL where 9 denotes one of the filters 9 j or 9 n. Then AL is a 9-quotient set over S iff S £ 9(ms).
Proof. If S e j(AL) then AL is a J-quotient set over S by Proposition 3.6.
Conversely, suppose that Al^ is a J-quotient set over S. Lemma 4.13. Let 9 be an arbitrary right quotient filter on S such that S is 9-torsion free and let M$ be any 9-quotient set over S$. Then M% is 9-torsion free iff Ss is large in M$. ( «= ) Since ifjy(S) = t//y(A1 ) j S = t, it follows from Lemma 1.1 that <//j>(Ms) = t.
5. Right quotient semigroups. Let S be a semigroup, AL be a right S-set and 9 be a right quotient filter on Af^. Let E = Fy{Ms) = UDe ¡pHom^D, Al) and In this paper we are mainly concerned with the case where Al is the semigroup S. As noted below we see that there is a natural representation of S in Qf(S). Lemma 5.5. Let 9 = 9(S) be a right quotient filter on S and let Q = QtAS).
If S is 9-torsion free then Q" is 9-torsion free.
Proof. Let" (/j, / 2) e i/iyigj). Then there exists Ee9 such that / ,E = /2E. Da nDñ ñ e 9. Then 9 (t) = {m ,mj t = m Am a) = 9 9 (/). Theretimxml  bm\tím2  mxm2  12  12  m\ m2 fore, 9 = 0 6 . m \m 2 772 1 777 2
As the following corollary shows, j2j>(S) is the maximal /-torsion free 9-quotient semigroup over S (up to semigroup isomorphism over S) when S is /-torsion free.
Corollary 5.8. // S is 9-torsion free then Q = Qy (S) zs a 9-torsion free 9-quotient semigroup over S which contains an S-isomorphic {isomorphic) copy over S of every 9-torsion free 9-quotient set (semigroup) over S.
Proof. By Lemma 5.5 and the remarks preceding it, Q is a /-torsion free 9-quotient semigroup over S. Since «/'©(S) = i, the rest follows from Theorem 5.7.
Proposition 5.9. // T is a J -quotient semigroup over S and $ ¿s a semigroup endomorphsim on T such that $ | S = i,. then $ C ip®{Tc).
Proof. Suppose 0(/j) = tr Let D = t~lS O t'1 S e9. Then for each s £ D, we have íjS = $(/js) = $(/^(s) = t2s. Thus, it follows that (t x, t 2) e <A<¡>(T5).
Corollary 5.10. // T z's a 9-torsion free 9-quotient semigroup over S then the only semigroup endomorphism on T fixing S is the identity.
Let / = 9(S) be a special right quotient filter on S such that S is /-torsion free. Let 9(Q) be the special right quotient filter on Q = Qq{S) regarded as a Qset as given by Theorem 3-13. By Lemma 5.5, Qs is /(S)-torsion free and it follows from Theorem 4.9 that Qn is also /(2)-torsion free. Thus there exists a natural embedding of Q in Q = Qcp,0AQ) and under this embedding Qq is a /(g)-quotient semigroup over Q. The next theorem shows that this embedding is actually onto Q .
Theorem 5.11. Let 9 = 9(S) be a special right quotient filter on S such that S is 9-torsion free and let Q = Qy{S). Then Q'= Q®,qÁQ) = Q with the identification given above where 9(Q) is the special right quotient filter induced on Qn by 9(S).
Proof. By Lemma 5.5 with S replaced by Q, we have Qq is /(2)-torsion free. We claim that Q^ is j(S)-torsion free. Let (r1? Í-) € if) <p,S\(Qs )• Then there exists E £ 9{S) such that t XE = t2E. Hence t Á.EQ) = tpQ) and EQ £ 9{Q). Thus License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
From Proposition 3.11 we see that 9 (S) is special whenever S is JD-torsion free. Also, from Lemma 4.10 and Proposition 3.11, 9 s (S) is special whenever S is /""-torsion free. Hence the corollary given below for these particular cases follows.
Corollary 5.12. // S is 9'-torsion free then CACAS)) = QAS) and if S is 9-torsion free then Q$d(Qsd^^ = QsD^'
In [8], the author noted that Q¡(S) is the injective hull of S^ and is self-injective whenever S is J .-torsion free. These results can also be obtained as applications of the preceding theory.
Theorem 5.13. // S is 9.-torsion free then Q = Q,(S) is the infective hull of ss.
Proof. Since i/j.(S) = t, we see from Corollary 5.6 that S,. is large in g". Let
AL be the injective hull of S^. Since S,. is large in AL, S^ e 9,(AL) as shown by When convenient, we shall identify S with its image in II aeß S a.
For each ae 0, let J a be a right quotient filter on Sa. The next theorem
shows that the collection \9a\ ae0 induces a right quotient filter 9 on S.
Theorem 6.1. For each ae fi, let 9a be a base for the right quotient filter 9 aon S a. Let 9 ' = \A s C S : A Ci S a£ 9 'a for each ae Q,\. Then 9' is a base for a right quotient filter 9 on S which is independent of the bases 9 taken for 9 , ae 0. Furthermore, if 9 a= 9 afor each ae ii then 9 is the right quotient filter 9.
Proof. Let A, B £ 9'. Let A a= A n Sa and let Ba= B O Sa for each ae Ü.
Let f£ Homs(A, S) and let j a= f\Aa. We claim that f a£ Homr (A a, S). It is suf1 ficient to show that /a(A a) C Sa. Suppose fa(s) = t £ S g where ß 4 a. Then fa(s)S = tS = 0, Since S has no nonzero null right ideals it follows that t = 0.
Since A a, B a£ 9 a and since J a is a base for J on S a, there exists Cae 9 a such that CaC/;HBa). Let C = UaCa. Then C e 9' and clearly C C/" Uß). Therefore, 9 is a base for a right quotient filter 9 on S. Now suppose that J a is also Therefore, in this case 9 ' is an R.Q.F. on S and the theorem follows.
The filter Jon S given by the above theorem will be called the right quo tient filter induced on S by \9A aea-For the remainder of this section, 9 will always denote this induced filter, unless a specific statement to the contrary is made. If each 9a is a standard filter on Sa of a given type, the next result shows that 9 is the standard filter on S of that type.
Lemma 6.2. // 9a is 9(5a), /p J, or 9 (S) respectively for each ae Çl then 9 is 9 AS), 9 p), or 9 AS) in the same order. Uaeü Corito Ta.
We will now show that subdirect products over S of 9 a-torsion free 9 ^quo-tient semigroups over Sa, ae Í2, determine up to isomorphism all J-torsion free J-quotient semigroups over S. The following lemma which can easily be shown will be useful in the proof. It is valid for any semigroup S with zero and any right quotient filter J on Sr.
Lemma 6.6. // T is a J-quotient semigroup over S and if 6 is an isomorphism from T onto a semigroup T containing S such that 6 \ S = tr then T is a J-quotient semigroup over S. Furthermore, T is 9-torsion free iff T is J-torsion free.
Theorem 6.7. Let S be 9-torsion free and let T be a semigroup containing S. Then T is a J -torsion free 9-quotient semigroup over S iff there exist semigroups Ta, ae ÎÎ, such that each Ta is a J a-torsion free 9^quotient semigroup over Saand T is a subdirect product over S of ¡T' j a€¡¡.
Proof. ( =* ) By Corollary 5.8 there exists a semigroup T isomorphic to T such that S C T C Q AS) and S is invariant under the given isomorphism. Let T -<1)_ (T ) where 0 is given in Theorem 6.5. Hence we have S C T" Ĉ aeüQfa^a)' For eacn a£ ^> let Ta= nJ>T"^ where na is the projection of Naeflöya(Sa) onto öj> (Sa). Thus we have Sa<Z TaCQy (Sa) for each ae 0. Since 0y (S ) is a Ja-torsion free Ja-quotient semigroup over Sa, it clearly follows that each Ta is also a Ja-torsion free Ja-quotient semigroup over S . Furthermore, it is straightforward to see that T is a subdirect product over S 0f the |TJ aejj.
( «= ) By Lemma 6.6, we may assume that SCTC naeßTa such that nA,T) = T . Hence it follows that s £ t~ S. Thus E C t~ S and t~ S £ 9 and we see that T is a /-quotient semigroup over S. In order to show that T is 9-torsion free, suppose that t, t' e T and E £ 9 such that lE = r'E. we claim that /(a) = /'(a) for each a £ fl. Let E a= E f~\ S ae 9 a. Then for each s £ E a, we have tia) s = r(a)s(a) = (ts){a) = (/s) (a) = ¿'(a)s(a) = /'(a)s. Hence (/(a), t'(a)) e if,? p J = í and the claim follows. Therefore, z" = /'and it follows that T is j-torsion free.
7. Primitive dependent semigroups. Let S be a semigroup and let E = EiS)
be the set of idempotents in S. A partial ordering < , called the natural partial
ordering on E, is defined by e < / iff e = fe = ef. An element 0 ¿ e £ E is said to be primitive if 0 < / < e, / £ E, implies that / = 0 or / = e. The set of primitive idempotents of S will be denoted by E = E (S We begin with a few definitions and lemmas which can be stated for S-sets in general.
A nonzero sub S-set Ns of an S-set AL is said to be 0-minimal if (e) S is regular and 9.(s) = |S¡.
From part (e) of the above theorem we note that the terms "right reductive"
and "j j-torsion free" are equivalent on a primitive regular semigroup. Therefore, / = 4>v anc' t^ie proposition follows.
Note that if S = m (G, I, I; A) where A is the / x / identity matrix then <t><f>(X) = X for each X e S, i.e., the representation of S is actually the identity map.
The above proposition leads us to the following definition.
Let G be a group, / and / be index sets, and let P be a regular / x / matrix over G such that no two rows of P ate left proportional. exists an idempotent f £ S2 such that / < e and such that / is primitive in S?.
Since S2 is an ideal of S, it follows that / is also primitive in 5.. Hence the result is true in this case. Now suppose e £ S\S2. If e is primitive in S, we are through. So, suppose e is not primitive in S. Then there exists 0 ^ f e £(5) such that 0 ¿ f < e. If fe S\S2 then 0 ¿ / < e in 5/52 = SJS2 which is completely 0-simple. But this is impossible. Hence f£S2 and by the induction hypothesis there exists / primitive in 52 (hence in S) such that /' </• Therefore /' < e and the theorem is proved.
Let R be a subset of a semigroup 5. The left annihilator of R in S is "A = ix e S: xR = Oj. The right annihilator of R is defined dually and is denoted by AR.
Several equivalences to the definition of primitive dependent can now be stated.
Theorem 7.18. Let S be a regular semigroup and let 2 be the socle of S.
Then the following are equivalent.
(a) £A = 0.
(b)2e9I(S1).
(c)2e9I(S).
(d) Every nonzero right ideal of S contains a 0-minimal right ideal of S.
(e) S is primitive dependent.
Proof-(a) =» (b). Let 0 4 s e S. Since A = 0, there exists x el. such that sx 4 0 and since S is a 2-sided ideal of S, we have that 0 4 sx e 2. Thus it follows that S e 9 (S_ ).
(b) =» (c). This is immediate from Theorem 3.7.
(c) => (d). Let R be a nonzero right ideal of S. Since S e 9 AS), there exists 0 4 x e R nS, and since x e 'S., xS is 0-minimal. Furthermore, xS C R. Thus it follows that /' e E*. Finally, /'e = fee = je = / = /e = e/e = e/ . Therefore, 0 ^ / < e and f £ E and it follows that S is primitive dependent.
(d) => (a). Let 0 4 x £ S and let x be an inverse of x. Then there exists f e E such that f <x x. Hence x xf = / e E CX. Therefore, 0 4 xf e xS. and it follows that £ A = 0.
Note that the left-right duals of (a), (b), (c) and (d) respectively are equivalent to (e) also.
The essential semigroup of quotients of a primitive dependent semigroup is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 7.19. Let S be primitive dependent and let S be its socle. Then QAS) is semigroup isomorphic to Horn (X, S) = 0,(2).
Proof. From a note following Lemma 7.3 and from the above theorem we see that Q,(S) fc¡ Horn,. (2, 2). Hence it is sufficient to show that every 2-homomorphism on 2 is an S-homomorphism. Let f e Hom_(2, 2), t e 2, and s e S. Then for t , an inverse of / in S,, we have f(ts) = f(tt'ts) = f(t)t'ts = f(tt't)s = f (t) s and the result follows.
Another characterization of the singular congruence can be given for a primitive dependent semigroup. Lemma 7.21. Let S CT be regular semigroups such that S is a left {right, 2-sided) ideal of T. Then 2(5) C 2(T).
Proof. Let e £ E'(S). We claim that e £ E\t).
Suppose there exists / = f £ T such that / < e. Then / = fe = ej £ S in any case above. Hence, since e is primitive in 5, it follows that / = 0 or / = e. Therefore, e £ E (T) and we see that 2(5) = E'iS)S CE'{T)T = 2(T) by the note following Theorem 7.5.
The next theorem shows that certain regular /.-quotient semigroups over a primitive dependent semigroup are also primitive dependent. Our final theorem gives a complete characterization of all /.-torsion free primitive dependent semigroups.
